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bases of regulations of landlord-tenant relations, generally, 509; statute fixing maximum rental invalid, 512; statute denying landlord's lien valid, 513; significance of English precedents on issues involving American farm regulation, 526-527; validity of requiring compensation for improvements, 529-532; validity of requiring compensation for termination of lease without cause, 533; validity of minimum farm housing standards, 535; compulsory arbitration requirement invalid, 536; validity of laws regulating sharecroppers as employees, 537-538; state provisions as to classification for taxation, 547.
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creation of, in Dep't of Agriculture, 482. See Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, Resettlement Administration.
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President's Committee proposes regulatory, 508; constitutional bases of regulatory, generally, 509; existing, for protection of tenant, generally, 510-512, in Texas, 512-514, Kansas, 514-515, Oklahoma, 515-517, Great Britain, 524-527; reasons for, in South, 511; President's Committee's recommendations for, discussed, 527-537; wave of, in 19th century, designed to break up large estates, 533-534; inapplicability of, to share-croppers, 537-538. See Arbitration, Fences, Fixtures, Good Husbandry, Improvements, Lien, Pets, Rent Laws, Repairs, Waste, Weeds.
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statutory termination date for, in Iowa, 510; certain provisions in, declared void by Kansas law, 515-516; model, to be prepared by new Oklahoma department, 515-516; implied covenant in, to cultivate according to rules of good husbandry, 520-521; compensation for termination of, under English law, 526; proposal that all, be written, 528-529; proposal that 6 mos. notice be required in all, 532-533; proposal that compensation be paid where terminated without cause, 533-535; types of share-rental and cropping, 540.
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provision for, in Iowa, 510; denied in North Carolina where credit charges exceed fixed amount, 512, 513; denied in Texas where rental exceeds fixed amount, 513; constitutionality of denial of, 513; effectiveness of denial of, 513-514; proposal to limit, during economic emergencies, 535; complemented in North and South Carolina by lien for advances by third parties, 541; rules as to applicability of, to sharecroppers, 544-545.
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Land Policy Section of, 452, 463.
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proportion of, among farm tenants, 426, 430-432, 433, among rehabilitation clients, 468.
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statutes requiring use of insecticides on, 511, 523-524.

President's Committee on Farm Tenancy
organization and activities of, 441; relation of report of, to farm tenant bill, 443-444; recommendations of, compared to Bankhead-Jones Act, 453-455; discussion of rehabilitation program by, 473-474; proposals for state landlord-tenant legislation, 508, discussed, 527-537; proposed protection of civil liberties of farm laborers, 537, 571.

Rehabilitation, Rural
development of Division of, in F. E. R. A., 458, 460-461, 475-478, in Resettlement Adm'n, 463, 478-482; transfer to Dep't of Agriculture, 482; purposes of program for, 461; geographic distribution of, 461; inadequacy of, for raising tenant's
status, 462, 469-470; as credit program for high-
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program for, 474; terms and conditions of indi-
vidual loans for, 483-485; provision for, under
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receiving, 469-470; origin of federal program for,
475. See REHABILITATION, RELIEF.
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activities of, for farm tenant legislation, 440; pro-
vision in Bankhead-Jones Act for continuance of
projects of, 447; sources of Resetlement Adm'n's
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programs of, compared, 465; extension of
credit in rehabilitation program of, 464-465; ad-
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gram of, 470-472; organization of, 478-479, 482-
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RELIEF.
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